
AT&T, Sprint, & Chrysler
To help you take advantage of new discounts for AT&T, Sprint and Chrysler we have created an email address 
for you to use.  The address officially identifies and validates you as an Intel retiree. Your email address ends in 
intelretiree.com.  As an example,  if your current email is beckbrian@gmail.com,for the AT&T, Sprint and 
Chrysler discounts, you keep your personal address, but change the domain name (after the @ sign) to 
intelretiree.com.  Using this same example, I signed up as beckbrian@intelretiree.comon the AT&T site in less 
than 5 minutes. It did take AT&T 30 minutes to confirm, and I am now receiving an additional 20% discount on 
cellular service.  You do not need to use this for any other discounts at this time, or for any other purposes, 
however we are continuing to work on extending additional discounts to retirees which may need this unique 
email address in the future.
Go to this link  for a more detailed explanation of the @intelretiree.com email address.

Ford
For your Ford discount, after you follow the directions on the Ford passport site, you print out a certificate, 
which you bring in to a participating Ford dealer. The Ford discount provided to Intel retirees requires proof of 
retirement from Intel. Ford dealers will accept the Intel badge or employee ID card as proof of Intel affiliation. 
If you do not have your old badge or ID, bring in anything that identifies you as an Intel retiree as this will be 
sufficient for many dealers. Some Ford dealers may require more “robust” proof of your Intel retiree status.  

HP, Dell, Lenovo
For all of these, use the Intel Vault Card link, which will take you to the Passport website where these discounts 
are now available.  No other special instructions apply.
The Intel employee discounts or benefits we are still working on with Intel are:

� Verizon
� FedEx 
� SHI
� Retiree invitations to major site events/celebrations/fairs by establishing relationships with the major 

Site Committees
� Access to Intel attorneys for legal advice for retirees working with non profits

The Intel employee benefits that cannot be given to retirees are:
� Microsoft – The decision was made by Microsoft to consistently administer their policy – which is to 

extend the discount to employees only.  
� Audi –There is no longer an Audi discount given to employees.
� GPTW movie/opera/sporting event tickets for use by retirees are not centrally managed and varies by 

site with multiple owners.  Herding cats comes to mind….
� Access to Intel fitness and health facilities  -no insurance coverage for non-workers.  In addition, the 

logistics of signing retirees into Intel buildings is challenging. 
� Purchases of Intel parts (CPU’s, motherboards) by individual retirees– Intel has informed us that this 

program is not open to retirees.
We’ll continue to inform you of updates on discounts available as we work through the list of discounts 
we’ve asked Intel to extend to retirees. If you have any questions, please contact our mailbox.
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